
Candy Crush Friends Saga
A Guide For The Beginner



Meet The Characters

Tiffi

Misty

Odus

Red Rabbit

The Nutcracker

Yeti



Tiffi loves to throw out the red jelly fish.  She will help you whenever you've collected enough red candies to 
trigger her power.  She will throw out a free Swedish Fish at random positions on the board.  

Yeti will help you when you have collected enough cyan candies to trigger his power.  
He will throw a snowball or a cupcake containing a free Wrapped Candy at a random 
position on the board. 

The Nutcracker was part of a Christmas toy set before he fell into the Candy Kingdom.  When he 
toots his own horn, he can help you blast through blockers! He believes he's been taken prisoner in 
this strange world, but since he met Tiffi, he's not so sure he wants to go back home.  He will help 
you whenever you've collected enough blue candies to trigger his power and his power will attack 
blockers in a horizontal line on the board.

Character Special Powers



Red Rabbit loves to run fast so he delights in daily speed sprints.  He will help you whenever 
you've collected enough red candies to trigger his power. His power will attack five blockers for 
you at a random position on the board, making way for you to tackle any challenge ahead. 

Odus is an old and wise owl.  Unfortunately he's lost his spectacles and can't read a 
word without them!  He has to rely on his questionable memory to give advice.  He will 
help you whenever you've collected enough purple candies to trigger his power which 
will add striped candies to your game board at random places.

Misty the Unicorn is blessed with a kind of unparalleled self-importance that you’d expect 
from a rare, beautiful creature.  But, NEVER call her a horse!  Her power will help you 
whenever you've collected enough orange candies to trigger her power which will create a 
variety of different booster candies at random positions on the board.



Special Candy Guide

The Striped Candy can be created by matching four Candies in a straight line. 
When matched, it will blast all the Candies either horizontally or vertically.   If 
they are vertical stripes it will clear a column.  If they are horizontal stripes it 
will clear a row. 

The Wrapped Candy is the same as in all the other Candy Crush games.  You can 
create this special candy by matching five Candies in an “L” or “T” shape. It’s an 
awesome explosion because when it explodes it takes out all the surrounding 
candies.

The Swedish Fish are created by matching four Candies in a 2x2 square shape. When matched, the fish is very 
useful, especially for levels where you need to clear certain blockers or free hidden characters from under the 
jelly.  For example, if you need to free an octopus, it will swim around and clear a layer of the blocker helping 
you to free it. You never know where it’s going to land, but you can be sure that it will remove something from 
the board.  Combining them with other special candies can create something really awesome. 



The Coloring Candy can be created by making a match of 6 of the same color 
candies (5 in a straight line and at least one candy next to the row or column 
adjacent to the middle. This is a dynamite booster to use.  Swap it with a 
regular candy color and all the candies on the board will change to match the 
color of the coloring candy. 

The Color Bomb which really look like a chocolate ball with sprinkles on it, are great 

to use.  To create this booster, match 5 straight in a row either vertical or horizontal.  

Match the color bomb with one of the candies and all of the candies of that color will 

explode!



The Lollipop Hammer can break through candies, blockers and other obstacles. But it can be 
more than just a way to remove candies, because it can also cause the candies above to fall 
into a space just where you need them. You might even trigger a cascade of candies just 
where you need them!

The Striped Lollipop Hammer is very similar to the regular Lollipop Hammer, but instead of it just 
clearing one tile, it blasts all the candies in a horizontal and vertical line. You can purchase this 
booster with gold bars or you can get this lollipop once you have collected enough fragments to 
reach the total number of fragments required.

The Wrapped Lollipop Hammer is one of the most powerful hammer boosters. When used, it can 
crush an entire 3x3 area of your choice on the board! It’s similar to the wrapped candy booster.  
This booster can be purchased with gold bars or earned once you collect enough fragments to 
reach the total number of fragments required.



The Fish + Fish combo creates 3 fish which swim to random areas on the board and remove three 
candies. Their movement is totally random, so sometimes you may see them move to three different 
directions or in the same direction.

The Fish + Wrapped Candy combo will return to the board and swim to a random candy and explode, 
clearing several candies at once. The blast radius of a wrapped fish is much bigger than a wrapped candy.

The Fish + Color Bomb combo will turn candies of that color into fish and they will automatically 
remove random candies from the game board. If the fish’s color is red, then combining it with a 
color bomb will turn all red candies into fish. They will automatically swim towards random 
candies and remove them.

The Fish + Striped Candy combo can be created by making a match of a striped candy and a jelly 
fish.  It will swim off the board and return as a striped fish.  It can clear a row or column but you 
have no control where the fish will land.  



The Striped Candy + Striped Candy combo creates a cross-shaped blast, clearing candies in 
a row and column at the same time. The candies will explode horizontally and vertically.

The Stripe Candy + Wrapped Candy combo creates a bigger striped candy explosion that 
clears three rows and three columns at the same time.

The Color Bomb + Wrapped Candy combo is awesome to watch.  It turns all same-colored 
candies into wrapped candies and then they will explode on the board. For example, if you 
combine a color bomb with a purple wrapped candy, then all purple candies will turn into 
wrapped candies and explode.



The Wrapped Candy + Wrapped Candy combo creates an explosion radius that is much bigger 
than just one wrapped candy exploding. It destroys candies in a 5x5 area instead of the 
standard 3x3. Then it explodes again once the surrounding candies have settled.

The Striped Candy + Color Bomb combo  is pretty cool.  It will turn all candy colors that are the same as 
the striped candy into striped candies.  For example, if the striped candy is green, then it will turn all 
green candies into green striped candies. Then they will automatically explode clearing rows/columns 
depending on the stripes they have.

The Color Bomb +   Special Wrapped Candy combo is neat!  When combining these two, all 
color candies that are the same as the wrapped candy will turn into wrapped candies and 
what an explosion!  

The Color Bomb + Color Bomb combo is the most powerful blast!  It turns every candy on 
the board into the color of the Coloring Candy that was swapped. This chains them into 
several special candies, which then all go off at once.



Caramel Cups can’t be moved. They cover the melted chocolate on the bottom of 
the screen  and you will see them on the Dunk the Cookies levels.  They can have 
up to 6 layers so you need to match candies adjacent to them.  The Nutcracker’s 
special power is great to help clear these layers.

The Ice blocker will be on Free the Animals levels usually trapping them underneath.  You 
need to make a match of 3 candies in order to crack and clear the ice so that you can free 
the animals.

The Blockers

Gummies can be found on the Free the Octopus levels and can have up to 6 layers.  
You have to remove all these layers in order to free them.  Make a match adjacent 
to them to clear a layer.  The jelly fish are pretty good at finding the Octopuses so 
you might see them hit a layer as they try to help you clear these gummy layers.



The Licorice Swirls are the same as in the other Candy Crush games.  They can be 
moved but can’t be switched or matched.  They are also resistant to blast effects.  
Make a match of 3 candies adjacent to it.

The Licorice Locks are usually sitting on top of the candies locking them in 
place so that they can’t be moved. Make a match of 3 candies including the 
locked candy in order to release the lock.  Then you can make another match 
to clear the licorice swirl.

Licorice Laces are usually found in clusters on the board.  You have to unloop 
each lace by matching adjacent candies or blasting them.  Once it is 
completely untied, it will then clear the rest of the laces that are joined in the 
chain.  Any that are not connected will remain on the board.



The Ice is frozen over some of the candies and animals trapping them 
underneath.  You need to crack through the ice by making matches directly 
on top of it.  There could be several layers of ice so keep making matches to 
free what is underneath.

The Raspberry Twister cake takes up a 2 x 2 square space on the board.  You will 
need to make matches next to it and each time you make a match a layer of icing 
will be removed from the strawberry jam on top.  You have to keep making adjacent 
matches until all of the white icing is cleared.  Once that happens the cake’s 
shimmering sugar coating will wobble and burst clearing all the surrounding 
candies.  This burst will also reduce a level of all blocks on your board such as the 
caramel cups or gummies.  




